We have studied the pressure-induced phase transitions from NaCl-type (B1) to CsCl-type (B2) structure in BaS, BaSe and BaTe by using ab initio density functional theory computations in the local density approximation. The Buerger and WTM mechanisms were explored by mapping the enthalpy contours in two-and four-dimensional configuration space for the two mechanisms, respectively. Transition pressures for BaS, BaSe and BaTe were determined to be 5.5 GPa, 4.9 GPa and 3.4 GPa, respectively. From these configuration space landscapes, a low enthalpy barrier path was constructed for the transitions to proceed at three different pressures. We obtained barriers of 0.18, 0.16 and 0.15 eV/pair (17.4, 15.4 and 14.5 kJ mol −1 ) for the Buerger mechanism and 0.13, 0.13 and 0.12 eV/pair (12.5, 12.5 and 11.6 kJ mol −1 ) for the WTM mechanism at the transition pressures for BaS, BaSe and BaTe, respectively, indicating that the WTM mechanism is slightly more favorable in these compounds. We describe the difference between the two mechanisms by differences in their symmetry and atomic coordination.
Introduction
Possible mechanisms of phase transition of binary compounds from the six-coordinated B1 structure (NaCl-type, Fm3m) to the eight-coordinated B2 structure (CsCl-type, Pm3m) have been studied both experimentally and theoretically over the past decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Two transition mechanisms are generally discussed in this type of phase transition. Buerger proposed the first mechanism, in which the angle of a rhombohedral primitive cell with the B1 structure increases from 60 • to 90 • and results in the B2 structure [1] . Watanabe et al [2] discussed a second possibility, referred to as the WTM mechanism, based on their x-ray studies and optical observations on the phase transition of CsCl. In this mechanism, the phase transition from the B1 to the B2 structure involves a translational displacement between two adjacent layers of atoms. Stoke and Hatch [3] studied all the common subgroups of the B1 and B2 structures for more possibilities. They suggested that a third mechanism, the P2 1 /m mechanism, should be considered when an intermediate phase is observed on the transition pathway, though the Buerger and WTM mechanism are more energetically favorable. Toledano et al [9] suggested another mechanism, where the B1/intermediate/B2 transitions are described in space groups Pnma and Pbcm. Both the P2 1 /m and Toledano pathways provide good explanations for the B1 to B2 phase transitions with intermediate states [9, 10] . While several theoretical investigations on the transition mechanisms have been published, only a few papers have characterized the transition mechanisms by modeling their energy hypersurfaces [5, 6] .
The barium chalcogenides BaX (X = S, Se and Te), henceforth referred to as BaX when all three compounds are involved, are potential materials for light-emitting diodes and laser diodes [11] . They exhibit reversible pressure-induced phase transitions from the B1 to the B2 phase at moderate pressures (4.8-6.5 GPa) [12] [13] [14] . No intermediate phase has been observed during the transition. A phase space region of BaS was reported by Yamaoka et al [12] , where the two phases coexisted above or below the transition pressure during the pressure increase or release, respectively. With further application of pressure, the B2 phases of BaX are stable until their metallization pressures of about 80, 52 and 20 GPa, for X = S, Se and Te, respectively [14] [15] [16] .
In this paper, we present a density functional theory (DFT) based ab initio computational study on the Buerger and WTM mechanisms for BaX. There has been no experimental observation of any intermediate phase for the B1-B2 phase transition of BaX. Hence, the P2 1 /m and Toledano pathways are not studied in our work. Many theoretical investigations on the pressure-induced phase transitions of barium chalcogenides have focused on obtaining the transition pressure, band structure, density of states and elastic properties [11, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The study of the energy hypersurfaces and resulting pathways for the transition with the two competing mechanisms has been left unexplored. In this work, we report such a study of the energy hypersurfaces of BaX at pressures above, at, and below the transition pressure. Transition paths and energy barriers of the two different mechanisms are compared. Structural changes along the transition path are described. Our results are compared with earlier experimental and theoretical work. Pendas et al [5] mentioned that it could be difficult to study the transition dynamics and kinetics experimentally due to impurities, defects, thermal and mechanical history and experimental parameters. In addition, nucleation processes can have a profound influence on the pressure-induced B1-B2 phase transition, and the transition may not be purely homogeneous [22, 23] . However, by using idealized theoretical models for both the Buerger and WTM mechanisms, the microscopic lattice dynamics of the two different transition mechanisms can be predicted and compared. Therefore, our work can further elucidate the transition mechanisms from the B1 to the B2 structure. Section 2 describes the Buerger and WTM mechanisms for the B1 to B2 structural transition; section 3 describes our computational method; section 4 describes the modeling approach; section 5 describes and discusses our results and section 6 gives the conclusions.
Transition mechanisms
The Buerger mechanism [1] (mechanism I) and WTM mechanism [2] (mechanism II), shown in figure 1, can be characterized in one of the two common subgroups of the B1 and B2 structures, R3m and Pmmn, respectively [6] . The transition from the B1 to the B2 structure depicted in (a) rhombohedral unit cell (used for mechanism I) and (b) orthorhombic unit cell (used for mechanism II). Mechanism I is the Buerger mechanism, in which the rhombohedral cell with a space group of R3m is compressed along its diagonal and results in a transformation to the B2 structure. The variables in the transition for mechanism I are the angle (θ) between two cell edges and lattice constant a of the unit cell. Mechanism II is the WTM mechanism, in which atoms in the (002) plane of the orthorhombic unit cell, with a space group of Pmmn translate by half a lattice vector ( a 1 /2) causing a transformation to the B2 structure. The variables in this transition are the lattice constants a, b and c, which are the magnitude of lattice vectors a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 , respectively and the internal parameter x, which is the ratio between the distance that the atoms in the (002) plane have moved and the magnitude of the lattice vector a 1 . The limiting values of x are 0 and 0.5 for B1 and B2 structures while those of θ are 60
• and 90
• , respectively.
For BaX in mechanism I, the B1 and B2 structures can be represented by a two-atom rhombohedral primitive cell, with the Ba and X atoms on the corners and centers of the unit cell, respectively. The cell is defined by the magnitude 'a' of each lattice vector and the angle θ between any two of them. Thus a and θ are the only two variables in mechanism I. When θ = 60 • , the two-atom rhombohedral cell when extended through all space becomes isomorphic with an eight-atom face-centered cubic cell, which is the B1 structure. When θ = 90 • , the rhombohedral cell becomes a primitive cubic cell, which is the B2 structure. During the pressure-induced phase transition from the B1 to the B2 structure, the rhombohedral unit cell is compressed along its body diagonal, which results in a decrease of the unit cell lattice constant a, accompanied with an opening of the angle θ from 60 • to 90 • .
In mechanism II, the B1 and B2 structures can be represented by a four-atom orthorhombic unit cell with three orthogonal lattice vectors ( a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 ), and an internal parameter 'x'. For the B1 structure, the positions for the two Ba atoms are the corners and the body center of the unit cell. Two X atoms are located on two opposing face centers, which are perpendicular to the vector a 3 . Four additional X atoms lie on centers of the four edges parallel to the vector a 3 . During the pressure-induced phase transition from the B1 to the B2 structure, atoms on the (002) plane of BaX slide along the [100] direction. The resulting relative displacement is called the internal parameter x. It is defined as the ratio of the magnitudes of the displacement of the moving atoms and that of the lattice vector a 1 . When the transition is complete, the Ba atoms that occupy the body centers of the B1 structure are located on the face centers of the (100) planes of the B2 structure, while the X atoms are moved from their positions in the B1 structure to the face-centered sites of the (010) planes. Therefore, x increases from 0 to 0.5 as the transition goes from the B1 to the B2 phase. The phase transition of mechanism II is characterized by the lattice constants a, b and c, which are the magnitudes of the lattice vectors a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 , respectively, and the internal parameter x. Because of geometric constraints, the relations between a, b and c are 
Computational method
All the ab initio calculations in this work are performed by using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [24] [25] [26] [27] codes within the local density approximation (LDA) to density functional theory (DFT) [28, 29] . The electron-ion interactions are treated by ultrasoft-Vanderbilt type pseudo-potentials [30] as supplied by Kresse et al [31] . Three cutoff energies, 210 eV, 170 eV and 140 eV, are applied to the valance electronic wave functions expanded in a plane-wave basis set for BaS, BaSe and BaTe, respectively. A Monkhorst-Pack [32] generated 6 × 6 × 6 k-point grid was used for the Brillouin-zone integrations in all calculations with both mechanism I and mechanism II. Tests using cutoff energies and k-points mentioned above reached a convergence better than 1 meV. The minimum energy for each configuration with the B1 or the B2 structure at a certain pressure was obtained by fully relaxing all atoms and lattice constants until a force convergence to less than 0.01 eVÅ −1 was achieved. In order to fully explore the lattice space of the four-dimensional (4D) orthorhombic unit cells in the WTM mechanism, more than 200 000 structure configurations were constructed.
Modeling approach
The potential energy surface (PES) [5, 33] is approached by obtaining enthalpy as a function of structural parameters, which can be described as H I = H I (θ, a) and H II = H II (x, a, b, c) for mechanism I and mechanism II, respectively. Because H = U + PV, where U is internal energy, P is pressure and V is volume, each value of the enthalpy in these energy hypersurfaces was obtained by combining the computed value of the total energy (U) of each structure with the product of the pressure and volume of the corresponding unit cell.
Since the energy hypersurfaces of mechanism I are two-dimensional (2D), the phase transition can be completely characterized by the two variables θ and a, which determine the size and shape of the rhombohedral primitive cell. For mechanism I, each PES of a fixed pressure was computed for 13 uniformly distributed values of θ between 57 • and 93 • . For each value of θ , 12-14 values for the variable a were chosen from about 0.1Å below the lattice constant a of the B2 structure to about 0.1Å above the lattice constant a of the B1 structure. The three lattice vectors of mechanism I are defined by:
whereê j are unit vectors along the Cartesian axes, δ ij is the Kronecker delta function, m ≡ ( = (1 − x, 0, 0.5). The transition path from the B1 structure to the B2 structure is defined by connecting the points on the energy hypersurface that minimize the enthalpy. Starting at the initial B1 structure, the transition path connects points that result in the minimum increase of enthalpy up to the point that enthalpy starts to decrease. At this point, the transition path connects points that result in the maximum decrease of enthalpy to the final B2 structure. The transition energy barriers are obtained by finding the maximum enthalpy elevation on the transition path from the B1 to the B2 structure. In order to obtain accurate values of transition energy barriers, hypersurfaces of the surroundings of the saddle points with denser mesh grids are obtained. A convergence of 1 meV is achieved for each consecutive step on the transition path in the high resolution region. 
Results and discussion

Transition pressure and structural parameters
At the transition pressure (P t ) of BaX (X = S, Se and Te), the enthalpy of the B1 structure is equal to that of the B2 structure. Therefore, the transition pressure can be calculated by solving the roots of the fitted linear equations of enthalpy as a function of pressure of the B1 and B2 structures. Figure  2 shows the plots of enthalpy (eV/pair) versus pressure (GPa) for all BaX, and the corresponding energy (eV/pair) versus volume plots are shown in figure 3 We found that the B1 phase of all BaX compounds exhibits lower cohesive energy (U) than the corresponding B2 phase at zero pressure and therefore results in lower enthalpy, which explains why the B1 structure is the thermodynamically stable phase in nature at low temperature and pressure [12] [13] [14] . With increasing pressure, the cohesive energy of the B1 phase remains lower than that of the B2 phase. However, the difference in enthalpy (H B1 I -H B2 I ) between the enthalpies of the B1 and B2 phases becomes smaller. This is because the B1 structure exhibits a much larger volume than the B2 structure at the same pressure, causing the PV term to become important. As an example, the specific volumes of the B1 and B2 phases at the respective transition pressures are 57. 8 for BaTe. When the pressure increases so that P ≥ P t , the B1 phase is no longer energetically favorable, and the phase transition to the B2 phase occurs, which results in a significant reduction in volume and increase in coordination number. Our calculations are consistent with experimental observations [12] [13] [14] .
Potential energy surface and energy barriers
The potential energy surfaces (PES) of BaS at 0, 5.5 and 8.0 GPa, BaSe at 0, 4.9 and 8.0 GPa, and BaTe at 0, 3.4 and 5.5 GPa for both mechanisms were computed. The PES at different pressures for a given material with a fixed mechanism are very similar. Hence only the PES plots at the transition pressure are shown in figures 4 and 5, for mechanism I and mechanism II, respectively. The color bar indicates the enthalpy difference between a specific structure and the B1 structure of the material at the corresponding pressure. Two minima corresponding to the B1 and B2 structures, whose enthalpies are equal at the transition pressure, are found on each PES plot. The dotted line on each PES plot indicates the computed transition pathway, whose cubic order polynomial fit is given in table 2, from the B1 to the B2 structure. For mechanism I, there are only two variables, the angle θ and the lattice constant a, represented by the x and y axes on the contours, respectively. From figure 4, only one transition pathway, whose shape is very close to the diagonal on the PES, is found possible for each material. These transition pathways suggest that both the angle and lattice constant change proportionately and simultaneously during the phase transition in mechanism I. figure 1(a) . Table 1 . Lattice constants, a (Å), at zero and transition pressures for the B1 and B2 structures of BaS, BaSe and BaTe. The transition pressure (P t ) and percentage change in volume ( V/V B1 ) as the phase changes from B1 to B2 along with the zero pressure bulk modulus B 0 for the B1 and B2 structures also shown. Results from earlier work are given for comparison where available, with experimental data in parentheses and theoretical data in square brackets. a Reference [12] . b Reference [11] . c Reference [20] . d Reference [21] . e Reference [13] . f Reference [14] . g Reference [34] . h Reference [15] . Table 2 . Coefficients (C m ) of the cubic polynomial fits to the computed transition paths for the lattice constant a as a function of angle θ in mechanism I, and lattice constants a, b and c as a function of the internal parameter x in mechanism II of BaS, BaSe and BaTe. The equations used for fitting are: a (Å) = For mechanism II, the orthorhombic unit cell is determined by four variables, the three lattice constants (a, b and c) and the internal parameter x. The change of the three lattice constants (a, b and c) is not completely independent. It is found that an increase of the internal parameter x is always accompanied with decreases of the lattice constants a and c, and an increase of the lattice constant b. The two structural parameters x and c, which are used to visualize the PES, are represented by the abscissa and ordinate, respectively. On the transition pathway from the B1 to the B2 structure, the change of the internal parameter x is generally faster than the change of the lattice constant c before the saddle point, while the change of the lattice constant c is generally faster after the saddle point. Compared with mechanism I, the PES plots of mechanism II are smoother even though there is a steep and high energy elevation on the left bottom corner of each PES.
No other metastable phase, i.e. minimum, other than the B1 and B2 phases, is found on any of the PES plots. This indicates that there is no intermediate phase in this phase transition for both types of mechanisms, which is consistent with experimental observations for BaS [12] [13] [14] .
The transition energy barriers of BaS at 0, 5.5 and 8.0 GPa, BaSe at 0, 4.9 and 8.0 GPa, and BaTe at 0, 3.4 and 5.5 GPa for both mechanisms are shown in table 3. From the corresponding PES plots, it is found that the transition state, whose structure exhibits the maximum enthalpy on the transition path, occurs early on the transition path for both mechanism I and mechanism II. Moreover, the energy barrier decreases for both mechanisms as the pressure increases, which suggests that the kinetics of the transition will proceed faster at higher pressure, consistent with experimental observations for BaS [12] . The energy barriers for a given compound at the same pressure for mechanism I are higher, by about 0.02 to 0.05 eV/pair (2-5 kJ mol −1 ) than those for mechanism II. These small differences in energy per pair suggest that mechanism II is marginally favored over mechanism I during the phase transition from B1 to B2 for all BaX.
Symmetry and coordination
The phase transition leads to an eight-coordinated B2 structure from a six-coordinated B1 structure. Figure 6 gives a comparison between the coordination environments of sulfur atoms of BaS in the transition state at the transition pressure for both mechanism I and mechanism II. The four nearest neighbors on the (110) plane for mechanism I and the (002) plane for mechanism II form a rectangle, which is retained during the entire transition path. The sulfur atoms are located in the center of these rectangles. In mechanism I, the nearest and second nearest neighbors on the (110) plane enclose a parallelogram with the sulfur atom on its inversion center and the nearest neighbors on its shorter diagonal. In mechanism II, the nearest and second nearest neighbors on the (020) plane enclose a rectangle with the (020) plane as its mirror plane. For both mechanisms, the symmetry and coordination environments of Se and Te atoms in BaSe and BaTe, respectively, are similar to those of the S atom.
Due to the symmetry of the unit cell, the six nearest neighbors of the X atom in mechanism I are always equidistant, and this distance increases from the B1 to B2 structure. In contrast, as the transition proceeds, the two second nearest neighbors move closer to X until it finally has eight nearest neighbors in total in the B2 phase. In mechanism II, symmetry requirements are not as stringent on the nearest neighbor distances of the X atom. The distances to the X atom from the nearest neighbors in the (002) and (020) planes, defined as D1 and D2 respectively, are not mandated by symmetry to be equal. However, our analysis reveals that they are equal within the error bars associated with our computations along the transition path. As shown in figure 6, our calculations (with an error of ±0.02Å) reveal a D1 and D2 of 3.08 and 3.06Å respectively for the transition state of BaS at 5.5 GPa, 3.18 and 3.16Å for BaSe at 4.9 GPa and 3.40 and 3.39Å for BaTe at 3.4 GPa. This was not analyzed in earlier experimental work [2] and may be tested upon further experimental investigation. Therefore, the major difference between mechanism I and mechanism II is the movement of the two planes adjacent to the (110) plane and the (002) plane respectively. The two planes in mechanism I move in opposite directions while the two planes in mechanism II move in the same direction.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the pressure-induced B1 to B2 phase transition of BaX (X = S, Se and Te) for both the Buerger (I) and WTM (II) mechanisms at three different pressures by using first-principles calculations. By constructing energy hypersurfaces, we have proposed modeled transition paths and obtained the energy barriers of the phase transitions, which indicate that the WTM mechanism is marginally favored for the pressure-induced phase transition of all three BaX compounds. No intermediate state was found during the pressure-induced phase transition from the B1 to B2 phase for BaX. We discovered that the coordination number of the X atoms remains six throughout the transition as mandated by symmetry in mechanism I and despite any such mandate in mechanism II until the final B2 structure is reached.
